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#Comapre 52w high

so w have good correction in count

so focus on strong stocks only

100+ prices stock now only 20 % compare to 33 last week

and Penny stock have increased again

51% occupies by 10 and less price stock

#Trend

#Graphs as it have been happening whenever we have 400+ stock in 52w high we have correction and its repeating again

so be selective now



#Cheviot

Runway gap

Good dividend

Multi Year BO

Daily all dip got brought stock to watch out for action

#FairChem

Stock in trend

1450 around now retested and made ATH

Look for pullback . dip to entry

ride the trend



#Globus Spirits

Multi year Bo and stock got some amazing momentum

Fresh entry can be risky

pullback retest setup can be better

for entry

500around can be retest zone and then next zone 625/752

#Gujarat Fluro

Again Setting up for next move

above 1200 zone

1050 below trend will change



#Cyient

Stock near Muli year BO zone

in strong upward trend

some amazing move above 886 zone can be seen

780 below can get weak

above 886 -1074/1315 can be important zone to see

#Coforge

After the Breakout and good move stock now resting near ATH zone

above 4050 next 4400 zone open up

below 3850 -3500 zone can test



#Endurance tech

Stock have given multi year BO

and now consolidation near ATH zone

1500 zone hold well then 1620/1680 zone and more to see

#PIX

one of leader in industrial belts

stock again looking for next BO

580 zone to watch out

weak below 480



#Saregama

Again stock consolidated and now on Breakout zone 2380 is demand zone

keep trailing the stop and ride the trend
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